
FAN COOLERS

USE

Fan coolers are used for cooling liquid, mainly hot water, with outer air. They are used in plants, in 
manufacturing processes requiring cooling of cooling factors and in other objects where decrease of liquid 
temperature
is needed.
Coolers are fitted for outdoor assembly.

UNIT DESCRIPTION 

Series of types of the cooler includes 3 sizes with several fans placed in one or two rows in each.
The cooler consists of:
   -metal louvre heat exchangers
   -axial-flow fans
   -(casing) frames
Coolers elements are made of copper pipes with outer diameter of 16 mm, walls thickness of 1 mm and 
aluminium fuses with spacing of s=2,5 mm. 
Connectors in standard version are screwed.
Heat exchangers has III rows (for all sizes) or II rows (only size 1 for 1W, 2W and 3W fans quantity).
Fans may be placed in:
   -one row  1,2 or 3 fans
   -two rows  4 or 6 fans

WORKING CONDITIONS 

Coolers may operate at liquid temperature of 110 ºC and at pressure of 1Mpa.
Fans are provided with tri-phase electric motors.
Coolers may be equipped with device control system allowing for gradual attaching particular fans, 
depending on outdoor temperature and requirements of liquid cooling.

size 1 ÷ 3

DENOTATIONS

Fan cooler                                                   CHW  - 1  -  3w  -  II

Size [10 ÷ 12]
                            size 1 - ( 1w; 2w; 3w; 4w; 6w )
Number of fans   size 2 - ( 4w; 6w )
                            size 4 - (4w; 6w )
Number of heater rows   size 1 II or III
                                        size 2 III
                                        size 3 III 
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L H A B
D

[mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] II III

1 840 865 830 470 1     * 1     *

2 1440 865 830 470 1¼   * 1¼   *

3 2040 865 830 470 1¼   * 1½   *

4 1440 1427 1377 600 -  2     *

CHW-1

6 2040 1427 1377 600 -  2    *

4 1680 1683 1873 917 -  2CHW-2
6 2400 1683 1873 917 - 2

4 2160 2133 1979 694 - 2½CHW-3
6 3120 2133 1979 694 - 2½

for II 
rows

for III 
rows

TECHNICAL DATA

Basic dimensions.

Size
Number
of fans

Connectors

*copper connectors with internal thread
The rest of the steel connectors with external thread
D - connectors of each two exchangers included in the cooler 

Parameters of tri-phase fans 400V/50 Hz in coolers

Size Fan type
Number

of
fans Motor

power [kW]
Current

[A]
Revolutions

rpm
Motor

power [kW]

Parameters of a single fan

connection connection

Current
[A]

Revolutions
rpm
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Air capacity depending on the number of fans and their size.

Size
Fan

diameter

Number of fans

Quantity of air [m³/h]



Rated powers of cooler and quantity of cooled liquid at the following parameters:
-ambient temperature t =25 ºC0

-outlet temperature  t=30ºC
-initial temperature of cooled liquid t =40ºC

1

-final temperature of cooled liquid t =35ºC
2

Size

Number of fans

Number of heater rows

[kW] cooling powers and [ C] outflow air temperatureº

Remark:

Cooler powers increase repeatedly together with the cooled liquid temperature increase and decrees
of the ambient temperature.

Cofactors increasing cooling powers for 
several temperatures of the liquid being 
cooled (t ) and ambient temperature (t )

1 2

It is advised to perform the final selection of the cooler size  and working parameters upon prior agreement
with the manufacturer.

Size

Number of fans

Operation noise  level [dB(A)]

Operation noise level  level of acoustic pressure from 
the distance of 5 m in the free sound field at the Q=2 
directivity factor. 
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1 w 2 w 3 w 4 w 6 w

1 51 54 56 57 59

2 - - - 55 57

3 - - - 66 68

Noise level of units operation

THE SET OF CONTROL DEVICES SYSTEM INCLUDES:
1.Speed governor:

-PKDT5 provided with  CHW-1, CHW-2
-PKDT12 provided with CHW-3
 allowing for automatic regulation of fan or fans revolutions depending on the initial temperature of the 
cooling factor.

2.Control box allowing for reducing the number of  operating fans by half.
3.Band temperature sensor.
4.Regulator manual.
5.Detail connection diagram between particular elements.
Short-circuit protection of the unit is not included in the set.

POWER SUPPLY CONTROL

BOX

REVOLUTIONS

GOVERNOR

JUNCTION

BOX

TEMPERATURE

SENSOR


